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INDEX & workspace 
at INDEX 2015
INDEX and workspace at INDEX 
exhibitions combined form the MENA 
region’s largest and most-attended 
business-to-business platform for the 
architecture and interior design industries.

Taking place 18-21 May 2015 at the Dubai 
World Trade Centre and occupying a total 
of 45,000 square metres of space, INDEX 
and workspace at INDEX will present the 
latest products, services and technologies 
for the residential, retail, hospitality, 
commercial, educational, and healthcare 
interior design and fit-out markets.

With 23,000 visitors to INDEX and 12,000 
visitors to workspace at INDEX, there 
is simply no other event in the Middle 
East capable of delivering more industry 
professionals to your exhibition stand.

INDEX and workspace at INDEX 2014 
attracted more than 13,000 industry 
professionals with purchasing authority 
and facilitated nearly US$3 billion worth of 
new sales orders.

With a combined history of 37 years in 
the marketplace, INDEX and workspace 
at INDEX exhibitions are the most 
established and recognised platforms for 
entering the Middle East market, growing 
your existing business in the region, and 
networking with key industry players in 
order to secure lucrative deals for both 
ongoing and upcoming projects.



MEETING THE GROWING MARKET 
DEMAND OF THE REGION’S 
INTERIORS AND FIT-OUT SECTOR

$1.4Trn

$128.46Bn 

$9.57Bn

92%

of construction projects 
will complete in the next 

10 years

of construction projects 
will complete in the GCC 

in 2014

is the value of the GCC 
interiors fit-out market 

in 2014

increase in the value of 
completed construction 

projects in 2014



UAE 35.6Bn 2.73Bn

KSA 52.5Bn 3.53Bn

Qatar 22.7Bn 1.3Bn

Oman 5.5Bn 0.4Bn

Bahrain 2Bn 0.2Bn

Kuwait 7.1Bn 0.4Bn

VALUE OF THE 2014 GCC BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-OUT 
INDUSTRY BY COUNTRY

22%

$561Bn

of total construction costs 
in the GCC are spent on 

interiors fit-out

of construction projects 
will begin the concept/

design stage over the next 
2 years

Construction projects due 
to complete ($)

Value of the fit-out 
market ($)
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Exhibitions work….

FACT!
In almost all circumstances, doing business 
in the GCC and securing that all important 
product order requires face-to-face 
client negotiations. Exhibiting at INDEX 
or workspace at INDEX will enable your 
company to meet with more potential 
buyers over four days than you would ever 
be able to achieve through field sales over 
the same four day period…and it costs a 
lot less as well…

56%

63%

48%

74%

76%

76%

less to close than field 
sales calls

of visitors say they buy 
at exhibitions

Exhibition leads cost

Increased sales Best form of marketing Makes buying easy

of exhibition leads don’t 
require a sales call to 

close the deal

of visitors believe exhibitions 
are the best form of 

marketing for a brand

of exhibition attendees 
arrive with a product 

sourcing agenda

of visitors say exhibitions 
make it easier to buy 

products

According 
to the 

Centre for 
Exhibition 

Industry 
Research 

(CEIR)

According to 
extensive research 

carried out by 
the Association 

of Exhibition 
Organisers, 

conducting face-
to-face business at 

exhibitions delivers:

Relationship 
building

71% 
of visitors believe 
exhibitions are the 
best way to make 

new contacts

Better 
ROI

80% 
of exhibitors believe 
exhibitions deliver 
a better ROI than 

other media

Easier 
communication

87% 
of business directors 
agree it is easier to 
communicate with 
people face-to-face 

at exhibitions

More 
money

80% 
of exhibitors believe 
visitors spend more 
money having met 

face-to-face
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INDEX celebrates its 25th 
anniversary year in 2015 with 
more exhibition space, more 
exhibitors, and brand new 
product sectors.

Among the 23,000+ visitors 
expected in 2015, INDEX is set 
to deliver more than 10,000 
A&D professionals, over 
12,000 visitors with purchasing 
authority, and sales revenue 
in excess of US$3 billion for 
exhibiting companies.

CELEBRATING 25 
YEARS OF DESIGN!

For full details on how INDEX 
2014 helped more than 700 
exhibitors increase their 
foothold in the MENA region, 
scan the QR code with your 
smartphone or tablet to 
download the official 2014 
post show report.

23K 23

50+

visitors

8
dedicated product 

sectors

international pavilions

exhibiting countries

“This is our first time at INDEX, and as a result of 
this show we have met a lot of good designers and 
made some good contacts, one of which is going 
to open up a new Swaffer showroom in Dubai in 
September,  which is very exciting. We are hoping 
to develop this market and we will certainly be 

following up the many leads generated at this show.”
Martin Fear

Export Sales Director, Swaffer Fabrics
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Hear from a selection of INDEX 2014 
exhibitors as well as get a visual impression 
of the exhibition; simply scan the QR code 
with your smartphone or tablet to view 
the INDEX 2014 official show video.

“We have been exhibiting at 
INDEX for the last 9 years and 

this particular year has been 
fabulous. I met some amazing 
people from North Africa, and 
have struck some good deals.”

Neel Shukla
Managing Partner, 

Troy Lighting

“INDEX has exceeded my expectations in all manners. We found 
terrific partners and retailers in different sections, not only in 

Dubai but other surrounding nations, and we are convinced that 
this is a significant area of growth for our brand. We will return to 

INDEX in an expanded capacity next year.”
Mark Phillips

CEO, Phillips Collection

From the organisers of the Big 5 and INDEX comes a brand new 
show, Middle East Covering. Middle East covering will showcase 
a broad range of flooring and wall covering products, and its 
strategic co-location with INDEX and workspace at INDEX will 
deliver a brand new audience to both shows.

attendees

of visitors are 
Architects or 
Interior Designers

23,000+
42%

INDEX International Design Exhibition Visitors
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A sub-sector of INDEX furniture, INDEX 
contemporary collection presents a 
stunning collection of the latest trends in 
contemporary furniture design for modern 
and cutting-edge hospitality, recreational, 
and residential interiors.

As a brand new sub-sector of INDEX 
textiles, INDEX sleep provides a dedicated 
area for manufacturers, suppliers, and 
distributors of mattresses, bedding, and 
accessories to showcase their products 
to visiting interior designers, retailers, and 
hospitality professionals.

A new sub-sector of INDEX furnishings, 
INDEX artisan celebrates craftsmanship; 
displaying a variety of designer, ethnic and 
modern handmade crafts and objet d’art.

Product profile

Bedroom furniture
Case goods
Dining room furniture
Living room furniture 
Occasional furniture
Storage solutions
Youth furniture

Bedding and accessories
Bed linens
Materials for manufacturers
Mattresses

Art and frames
Ethnic art
Gifts
Home décor
Home fragrances
Silverware
Soft furnishings
Tableware

artisan

contemporary collection

NEW FOR INDEX 2015

37%

71%

42%

Typically, 37% of INDEX visitors come to source textiles 
products and 22% actually buy textiles products as a result of 
attending INDEX.

The most popular sector within INDEX, INDEX furniture typically 
attracts 71% of INDEX visitors looking to source furniture 
products, 63% of visitors state that they have bought furniture 
products as a result of visiting the exhibition.

Historically, 53% of visitors to INDEX come to source furnishings 
products and 42% actually buy furnishing products as a result of 
visiting the show.
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As one of the largest sectors within the 
exhibition, INDEX furnishings offers an 
excellent platform for manufacturers, 
distributors and agents to showcase a range 
of products and services to a dedicated 
audience of interior design professionals, 
from across the region and beyond.

Showcasing contemporary, classical and 
design-led furniture from all over the world, 
INDEX furniture is a truly comprehensive 
sourcing platform for the region’s top 
interior designers.

INDEX kitchen and bathroom highlights the 
very latest in kitchen and bathroom design, 
from accessories and appliances to sanitary 
ware, fixtures and fittings.

Product profile

Art
Accessories
Décor

Bedroom furniture
Case goods
Dining room furniture
Living room furniture
Occasional furniture
Storage solutions
Youth furniture

Bathroom: accessories, 
equipment, design, 
fittings, and furniture
Kitchen: accessories, 
equipment, appliances, 
design, and furniture
Worktops and fittings
Sanitary ware

DEDICATED PRODUCT 
SECTORS AT INDEX 2015

63%

53%

44%

The most popular sector within INDEX, INDEX furniture 
typically attracts 71% of INDEX visitors looking to source 
furniture products, 63% of visitors state that they have bought 
furniture products as a result of visiting the exhibition.

Historically, 53% of visitors to INDEX come to source furnishings 
products and 42% claim to buy furnishing products as a result of 
visiting the show.

44% of INDEX visitors come to source kitchen and bathroom 
products and 29% buy these products as a result of visiting 
the exhibition.

furnishings

furniture

kitchen & bathroom
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lighting

objets

outdoor living

INDEX lighting remains the region’s premier 
sourcing event for the decorative and 
architectural lighting industry, with some 
of the biggest brands in lighting presenting 
their latest collections.

INDEX objets presents the retail industry 
with the finest homeware, giftware, and 
lifestyle products.

INDEX outdoor living provides suppliers of 
outdoor furniture, furnishings, décor, and 
landscaping services with the opportunity to 
meet developers, consultants, and landscape 
designers/architects to promote the latest 
innovations and ideas for outdoor living spaces.

Architectural lighting
Bespoke lighting
Decorative lighting
Design lighting
Indoor lighting
LED lighting
Lighting accessories, 
solutions, and technology
Outdoor and urban lighting
Technical lighting

Books
Candles
Ceramics, China
Cookware, Tableware
Cutlery, Silverware
Decorative items
Designer appliances
Glassware
Home fragrance
Table-top products

Landscaping design services
Playgrounds and leisure 
areas
Outdoor furniture, 
accessories and decor
Pagodas
Plantscapes and 
waterscapes
Pools and Jacuzzis

22%

58%

37%

Typically, 22% of INDEX visitors come to source homeware, 
giftware, and lifestyle products and 14% actually buy these 
products as a result of attending INDEX.

58% of INDEX visitors come to source lighting products and 45% 
buy lighting products as a result of visiting the exhibition.

37% of INDEX visitors come to source outdoor living products 
and 26% of visitors buy outdoor living products as a result of 
visiting the show.

Product profile
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retail

textiles

Be part of the region’s largest 
and most popular interiors event!

To book your INDEX 2015 stand call +971 (0)4 438 0355
email sales@indexexhibition.com or visit www.indexexhibition.com

Serving the region’s retail design and fit-out 
industry, INDEX retail enables designers and 
visual merchandisers to explore cutting-edge 
products, technology and design solutions 
that influence the behaviours of shoppers.

INDEX textiles is home to the region’s 
premier sourcing platform for textiles 
and presents an eclectic array of inspiring, 
beautiful, and practical designs from the 
global textiles industry.

Concept retailing
In-store media
Retail interior design
Retail lighting
Security and IT
Retail FF&E
Signage and graphics
Visual merchandising
and display

Curtains, blinds and 
accessories
Fabrics and textiles
Home and contract linens
Soft furnishings
Table and kitchen linen
Textiles manufacturing
Upholstery and leathers37%

31%

Typically, 37% of INDEX visitors come to source textiles 
products and 22% actually buy textiles products as a result of 
attending INDEX.

31% of visitors to INDEX come to source retail design and fit-
out products, and 19% buy these products as a result of visiting 
the exhibition.

Product profile
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For full details on how 
workspace at INDEX 2014 
helped more than 100 
exhibitors increase their 
foothold in the MENA region, 
scan the QR code with your 
smartphone or tablet to 
download the official 2014 
post show report.

120+ 7

30+

exhibiting companies

90+
visiting countries

international pavilions

exhibiting countries

“We have invested in the show for the past 15 
years and it has always had a great end result for 
us. We have continued to generate new business, 
brand awareness and launch new products, and 
we find that workspace is a great platform to do 
this and to see what is happening in the market 

and supporting industries.”
Patrick Taylor

Regional Manager, HNI Middle East

Now in its 14th year, workspace 
at INDEX remains the number 
one attended commercial 
interiors exhibition in the 
MENA region. The exhibition 
showcases a wide variety of 
the latest international brands 
and products for commercial, 
educational, and healthcare 
interiors. workspace at INDEX 
delivers a unique audience 
from the region’s architecture 
and design community looking 
to source products and 
services for their ongoing and 
upcoming projects.

Images courtesy of Allsteel – HNI International. Seeyond.
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THE REGION’S ONLY 
DEDICATED COMMERCIAL 
INTERIORS EXHIBITION

$500 million
forecast value of new orders placed by 

workspace at INDEX 2015 visitors

Hear from a selection of 
INDEX 2014 exhibitors as 
well as get a visual impression 
of the exhibition; simply 
scan the QR code with your 
smartphone or tablet 
to view the INDEX 2014 
official show video.

“As it is our second year at workspace and we now have more experience, 
we have been better equipped to set goals, in terms of what we what from 

the exhibition. This year we have been successful in distribution and traffic has 
been great, as this is one of the fastest growing regions in the world. The show 

management has been wonderful, allowing us to concentrate on our stand, 
which is our job.”
John Buening

Director of Global Accounts, OFS Brands

Images courtesy of: Safco. OFS Brands.

attendees

of visitors are 
Architects or 
Interior Designers

12,000+
42%

workspace at INDEX Exhibition Visitors
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NEW FOR 2015…. 

workspace tech is a brand new product sector 
for workspace at INDEX; which will serve 
as the premier sourcing platform for office 
automation, integrated workspace technology, 
and facilities management technology.

workspace tech will bring together Buyers, 
Specifiers, Architects, Designers, CEOs, 
General Managers, Office Managers, and 
Facilities Managers seeking to source 
advance workspace technology products 
and solutions.

workspace tech Product Profile
• Air-conditioning systems
• Audio visual presentation and training 

equipment (display monitors and 
screens; electronic and interactive 
whiteboards)

• Commercial telecommunications systems
• Office and educational hardware 

and software solutions (printers, 
photocopiers, scanners; computers and 
accessories; IT solutions; cloud CRM)

• Office cabling and switches
• Security systems (fire safety equipment; 

CCTV; locking solutions; alarms and 
detectors)

Image courtesy of Neumann Consulting International Group
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Commercial interiors products and services 
continue to attract the lion’s share of key 
buyers to the exhibition; with 52% of all 
visitors to workspace at INDEX 2014 coming 
to source products for their commercial 
interiors and fit-out projects.

The GCC’s commercial interiors contracting 
and fit-out market will see US$1.77 billion of 
interiors development in 2014; a 35% increase 
on the 2013 figures.

The commercial product sector of 
workspace at INDEX exhibition includes:
• Architectural/design practices/interior 

landscaping
• Auditorium/stadium solutions
• Boardroom/conference furniture
• Filing/storage systems
• Management consultancies
• Moveable walls/screens/partitions
• Office desks
• Office equipment
• Office furniture
• Office lighting
• Office relocation specialists
• Office seating/reception seating
• Office workstations
• Turnkey/joinery services
• Urban furniture

Image courtesy of National Office Furniture
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GCC governments have begun to invest 
in social infrastructure projects and their 
investment in the educational development 
sector is a move aimed at diversifying their 
economies away from other industries and to 
upgrade the skill base of local nationals. This 
policy shift is clearly evident at workspace at 
INDEX, as 28% of visitors are now coming to 
source products for their education interiors 
and fit-out contracts.

With more than US$7.5 billion worth of 
education building construction projects 
due to complete in the GCC in 2014, the 
subsequent demand for education interior 
contracting and fit-out products and services 
is valued at $603 million – a 10% increase on 
2013 figures.

The educational product sector of 
workspace at INDEX exhibition includes: 
• Desks and tables
• Filing/storage systems
• Marker boards
• Recreational/urban furniture
• Screens/partitions
• Seating/reception seating
• Workstations

Image courtesy of Marti 
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Globally, the healthcare industry is a 
US$2.1 trillion business and the Middle 
Eastern healthcare market is one of the 
fastest growing in the world; rising at an 
annual rate of 11.4%. By 2015, the GCC’s 
healthcare industry is expected to be worth 
US$43.9 billion.

Huge investment by governments and 
the advent of PPP’s means more than 
US$31 billion of healthcare sector building 
construction projects are expected to 
complete in 2014; and as this sector of 
social infrastructure continues to grow and 
mature across the GCC states, so does the 
demand for healthcare interiors contracting 
and fit-out products and services.

The healthcare product sector of 
workspace at INDEX exhibition includes:
• Filing/storage systems
• Hospital design architects
• Hospital furniture and interiors
• Screens/partitions
• Seating/reception seating

Image courtesy of HON – HNI International
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BE A SPONSOR AT INDEX OR 
WORKSPACE AT INDEX 

30 million

70,000

$4.5

95
 radio advertising spots 

are broadcast during the 
4 days of the exhibitions

people 
(total combined reach of the marketing, advertising, and PR campaigns)

 people across the GCC region

Raise your company’s profile and be a sponsor 
of INDEX or workspace at INDEX and place 

your brand in front of 

INDEX and workspace at INDEX conducts a 
comprehensive SMS campaign to more than

million marketing, 
advertising and PR 

campaign

5 million
people is the combined reach of the INDEX & 

workspace at INDEX visitor email marketing campaign
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BENEFIT FROM A $4.5 MILLION ADVERTISING, 
MARKETING AND PR CAMPAIGN

97
print and online adverts 

through international and 
regional media partners 

reaching over 1 million people

36,000+

40,000

people pre-register to visit INDEX and workspace 
at INDEX as a result of the extensive marketing, 

advertising and PR campaign

people across the GCC region are targeted via a 
personalised telemarketing campaign

For more information, email 
sponsorship@indexexhibition.com 

or 
sponsorship@workspace-index.com
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The INDEX and workspace at INDEX Trend Tour 
takes visitors on an informative, self-guided tour of 
some of the most innovative and ground-breaking 
products on display at both exhibitions

The Student Design Challenge is an annual competition 
hosted by ISG and tasmena, featured at INDEX, recognising 
and celebrating the region’s future design talent

INDEX Artists’ Avenue is a dedicated sector on the exhibition 
floor dedicated to showcasing an eclectic range of amazing art 
pieces from international artists and galleries

MORE THAN AN EXHIBITION….INDEX AND 
WORKSPACE AT INDEX FEATURES & EVENTS

TREND

FUTURE

ART

Now in its 7th year, the Contemporary Majlis Design 
Competition offers short listed designers and architects 
with the opportunity to realise their interpretation of a 
contemporary majlis room set onsite at INDEX

DESIGN



The ever-popular free-to-attend series of informative and inspirational 
seminars for the architecture and design communities located within both 

INDEX and workspace at INDEX exhibitions

The annual Product Design Awards, open exclusively to exhibitors to 
INDEX and workspace at INDEX exhibitions, celebrate innovation in 

product design and provide additional promotion and exposure for 
short listed entries

The MENA Interior Design and Architecture Awards recognise and reward 
outstanding interior design and architecture projects across the MENA region and 

are celebrated at a gala evening event during INDEX and workspace at INDEX

KNOWLEDGE

INNOVATION

CELEBRATION



To make a stand 
enquiry for 
INDEX 2015, 
simply scan the 
QR code.

To book your 
workspace at 
INDEX 2015 
stand, scan the 
QR code.

STAND RATES

Stand type Regular Boulevard

Space-only US$ 415 per sqm US$ 435 per sqm

Shell scheme US$ 495 per sqm US$ 520 per sqm

Premium shell scheme US$ 545 per sqm US$ 560 per sqm

Artist’s Avenue US$ 2500 N/A

To discuss your company’s participation at either INDEX 
or workspace at INDEX, contact:

Samantha Kane-Macdonald   
Event Director – INDEX 
+971 (0)4 438 0355
sales@indexexhibition.com

Alternatively, visit: www.indexexhibition.com or www.workspace-index.com

IT’S OUR 25TH ANNIVERSARY!
Celebrating 25 years of design! INDEX International 
Design Exhibition celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2015 
with more exhibition space, more exhibitors, and brand 
new product sectors.

Shell scheme Premium shell scheme

Rebecca Lockwood 
Event Manager – workspace at INDEX
+971 (0)4 438 0355 
sales@workspace-index.com


